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Welcome to our Winter Indoor Bulb Collection! This beautiful selection is 
designed to inspire you to extend your gardening season by exploring the beauty of 
indoor blooms. Indoor winter bulbs will give you that burst of blooming color you 
are craving during the long winter months. 
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For more information, tips, inspiration and our
full product line, visit us at www.longfield-gardens.com



Top of bulbs are exposed
above the soil line.

Water so the soil is moist,
but do not over-water.

Option: set on top of rocks
allowing roots to reach the
water below. Do not let
bulbs stand in water.

26/28cm

34/36cm

1 stem
(occassionally 2)
with 3-4 flowers

per stem
28/30cm

1-2 stems with
3-4 flowers per stem

30/32cm
2 stems with
3-4 flowers
per stem

32/34cm
2 stems (occassionally 3)
with 4-5 flowers per stem
2 stems (occassionally 3)

3 stems with
4-5 flowers
per stem

3 stems with

Growing Indoor Bulbs  A simple way to garden
Basic How To Plant

Amaryllis

Paperwhites

Scilla Madeirensis

AMARYLLIS: What’s In The Size? Larger bulbs = more stems and more flowers

Pot it, place it,
enjoy indoor winter blooms!

Top of bulb is exposed
above the soil line

Plant bulb roots down

Water, but do not over-
water or let water sit at
the bottom of the pot

Top of bulb is exposed
above the soil line.

Water so the soil is moist,
but do not over-water.

Option: set on top of rocks
allowing roots to reach the
water below. Do not let
bulbs stand in water.

Amaryllis ready to bloom Paperwhite bulbs sprouting Scilla Madeirensis foliage
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Cla�ic Amaryllis

Classic Amaryllis     4

There’s something special about a classic amaryllis! Three of the most popular amaryllis, Red Lion, Apple Blossom and Minerva
are all-time favorites. Display them together to create a blooming centerpiece more beautiful than cut flowers. 

 Apple Blossom Red Lion

 Minerva

www.longfield-gardens.com



5     Amaryllis Splash

Layers of petals blooming with inspiration. Double blooms feature a brilliant white starburst in the center. Amaryllis Splash
looks great as a cut flower in vases and flower arrangements or potted in your favorite decorative container.Amaryllis Splash
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3     Paperwhites

Paperwhites
Lovely scented flowers brighten the winter months with
their delicate-looking white flowers and fresh green
foliage. Paperwhites make great gifts and are fun to grow!

   • Plant multiple bulbs in bigger containers for
       a bigger display of flowers.
   • Place in a burlap bag and wrap with a bow  - the perfect
       gift for the gardener in your life! 
   • As an alternative to planting in soil, place bulbs atop 
      rocks. Add an inch or two of water and let the roots find
      their way down to the moisture. 
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Amaryllis Lagoon 6

Amaryllis Lagoon Sparkling, big blooms look amazing planted in pairs in your favorite decorative container or as a cut flower in centerpieces
for baby showers, birthdays and dinner parties.  
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7     The Nymph Series

The Nymph Series

NymphSweet Nymph

White
Nymph

Short in stature, but BIG on blooms! Layers of petals
create a great look with this variety. Here are our
suggestions for use:
   • Plant one bulb for a simple centerpiece.
   • Plant multiple bulbs in bigger containers for
       a bigger display of flowers.
   • Use the flowers to create a striking centerpiece      
       that complements your decor.
   • Cut the stem and place in a vase alone or use
       in bouquets.

Cherry
Nymph

Cherry
Nymph
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Big Blooms, Winter Whites & Bold Reds     9

When winter is lacking in color,these amaryllis will add a burst of excitement to your home. For anyone
who loves red and big blooms, these are must have varieties!Big Blooming Reds

Double King Spartacus Magnum

BenficaRed Pearl Amorice
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10     Unique Colors and Shapes

Looking for something different to grow this winter? Try one of these spectacular varieties.Unique Colors and Shapes
Exotica

White
Christmas

Evergreen

Magic Green

Magic Green

Magic Green

Scilla madeirensis
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Big Blooms, Winter Whites & Bold Reds     11

What better way to personalize a gift than to do-it-yourself?  Start with a bulb and get creative!Gift It  Yourself!
Choose a single 

amaryllis bulb, a 
burlap bag, add
embellishments

and gift it! 

Upcycle empty containers
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Make your own gift tags for a 
burlap-wrapped amaryllis bulb.

Simple last minute gift - amaryllis, decorative pot,
soil, moss, ribbon

and a tag.
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LEFT: Create a festive
centerpiece using
decorative holiday bulbs
instead of rocks and plant
your amaryllis bulb on top with
water below.
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